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Assembly Bill 1260 changed state law making individuals convicted of a
felony related to possession, use or distribution of a controlled substance
permanently ineligible for CalWORKs. The legislation also requires that
cases containing a mandatory Assistant Unit (AU) member, determined to
be a drug felon, be subject to mandatory voucher/vendor payments. The
county is required to issue voucher/vendor payments for at least the rent
and utility costs. Two-party checks for the rent and utility costs will be
issued to meet this mandate.

EFFECTIVE DATE

Effective 1/1/98 the county will deny or discontinue aid permanently to a person who is
convicted after 12/31/97 as a drug felon in a state or federal court.

QUARTERLY REPORTING
MANDATORY REPORT OF
DRUG FELON

Reporting of a drug felon is considered a mandatory report under Quarterly Reporting
(QR) rules. This means that CalWORKs AUs are required to report when an AU member
is convicted of a drug felony, within 10 days after this change is known to the recipient.
The AU member must be discontinued and the worker must take mid-quarter action to
reduce or discontinue CalWORKs benefits, as appropriate, at the end of the month after
a 10-day notice can be provided.
If the AU reports a drug felony conviction for one of its members, but it is too late to
provide a 10-day notice of discontinuance, the worker must release benefits for the next
month at the higher level. The worker must determine the overpayment regardless of
whether the AU reported the change timely or not. (Reference CalWORKs Policy 100-E5A,
Mid-Quarter Changes).
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PURPOSE

Applicants and recipients will self-identify in writing under penalty of perjury if they are
convicted drug felons. The SAWS 2 and QR 7 include a declaration related to felon
identification. The worker will deny an applicant that is a drug felon. If a recipient
self-identifies as a drug felon the worker will initiate a fraud referral to obtain date of
conviction, discontinue the convicted drug felon, and evaluate for an overpayment.
Additionally, the District Attorney Welfare Fraud (DAWF) Unit has the ability to identify
persons who have been convicted of a drug felony. While processing the initial Fleeing
Felon match, DAWF will initiate further research on any person with related drug
charges.
If it is determined that the identified person has been convicted of a felony drug charge,
DAWF will send an informing memo to the current worker of the active case so the
worker can discontinue the convicted felon from the AU. The memo will include the
name of the convicted drug felon and date of conviction.
If the worker becomes aware through another source that a person is a convicted drug
felon, the worker will initiate a fraud referral to verify drug felon information,
deny/discontinue the felon, and evaluate for an overpayment.
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IDENTIFICATION OF DRUG
FELONS

DRUG DIVERSION
PROGRAMS

In certain circumstances a client will be allowed to enter a drug court/diversion program.
If the court defers or withholds the entry of judgment while the client continues to meet
the drug diversion program requirements, the client is eligible for CalWORKs.
If the client successfully completes the drug diversion program the drug felony is
reduced or expunged (erased).
If the client does not successfully complete the drug diversion program the client must
reappear in court, and will be convicted of the drug felony.
If the client does not reappear in court after not completing the drug diversion
program, a warrant will be issued for his/her arrest. The drug felon will then be
considered a fleeing felon and will be ineligible for aid.

If the court enters a judgment and then sends the client to a diversion program, the
client is not eligible to CalWORKs as of the date the judgment was entered. If a
previously entered judgment in a felony drug conviction is reduced to a misdemeanor,
or the record is expunged, the person is now eligible to CalWORKs and is no longer
considered a convicted drug felon from the date the felony is reduced, or the date the
record is expunged. However, eligibility is not retroactive. There is no eligibility prior to
the date the conviction is reduced to a misdemeanor or the date the record is expunged.
Note: The burden for seeking reduction of the felony drug conviction to a misdemeanor
or expungement of the record lies with the client. The reduction of a felony to a
misdemeanor does not occur automatically. It requires court action. Once the court has
reduced the felony the courts document the change in the client’s conviction record.
The client must provide verification from the court that the felony has been reduced or
expunged.

MINOR DRUG OFFENDERS

A minor who is a drug offender and is tried for a drug offense that is not a felony is
eligible for CalWORKs. Only in the case of a minor convicted of a drug felony in a
criminal court would the minor be ineligible for CalWORKs.
In order for a minor to be convicted of a felony, the minor must be tried as an adult. In
cases where a minor has a drug conviction, the worker must request that DAWF
research whether the minor was tried as an adult and was convicted of a drug felony in
a criminal court.

TREATMENT OF DRUG
FELON IN AU

Drug felons are considered Non-AU family members because they are excluded from the
AU by law. They are not subject to Welfare-to-Work requirements.
The income of the excluded drug felon (parent) who is living in the home is considered
in determining eligibility and grant amount. The drug felon’s needs shall only be
considered if the drug felon has income.
(Reference CalWORKs Policy 100 B-2 Treatment of Income of AU/Non-AU Family
Members).

TWO-PARTY CHECK
REQUIREMENT

The law mandates that cases containing a mandatory AU member determined to be a
drug felon be subject to mandatory voucher/vendor payments. The county is required to
issue voucher/vendor payments for at least the rent and utility costs. If there is a
remainder after the rent and utilities have been paid, the remainder will be paid to the
recipient.
The Initial Services Worker (ISW)/Ongoing Services Worker (OSW) will issue two-party
checks for the rent and utilities in these cases. If the grant payment does not meet the
total cost of the rent and/or utility, the grant amount will be paid toward the rent.
Note: In two-party check situations, the worker must explore how the client is meeting
their needs if no other income or resources are reported. A fraud referral may be
appropriate.
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DRUG DIVERSION
PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

ISSUANCE OF TWO-PARTY
CHECKS

Follow step-by-step guidelines for the issuance of two-party checks in the Two-Party Check
Issuance In CalWIN Resource Guide (R9/06). (Reference CalWORKs Policy 100-B8 Two-Party
Check Issuance).
Note: CalWIN does not support the issuance of reoccurring two-party checks.
The split payment information must be completed each time a payment is authorized even
when a payment was previously split and the net benefit amount has not changed. The split
information will not be pre-filled.

The vendor/provider must complete the W-9 “Request for Taxpayer Identification
W-9 REQUEST FOR
TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION Number and Certification“ form. (Attachment 1). The client will take the W-9 to the
vendor/provider for completion. A pre-paid envelope will be provided with the W-9 for
NUMBER
use by the vendor/provider in returning the form. The form must be returned prior to
issuance.

A new W-9 form must be completed each time a vendor/provider changes, at application,
or reapplication.

If the W-9 form is returned without a Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) or Social
Security Number (SSN), the worker will:
1. Contact the vendor/provider and request the TIN or SSN.
2. If the vendor/provider does not have a number, the worker will refer the
vendor/provider to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to complete a W-7 Application for
IRS Individual Taxpayer Identification Number form.
3. Instruct the vendor/provider to report the TIN or SSN to the worker upon receipt from
IRS.
4. Follow-up every 90 days until the TIN or SSN is obtained. No negative action will
be taken if not reported.
5. Issue the two-party check to the vendor/provider identified by the client.
6. Note in Case Comments section of CalWIN that the TIN or SSN was not provided.

REFUSAL TO PROVIDE
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

If a vendor/provider refuses to provide a Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) or Social
Security Number (SSN), the worker will:
1. Contact the vendor/provider to explain the requirements and request the TIN or SSN.
2. If the vendor/provider continues to refuse, note in Case Comments section of CalWIN.
3. Issue the two-party check to the vendor/provider identified by the client.

PENALTIES

The drug felon penalty is permanent. Currently there are no provisions for limiting or
eliminating the felon’s ineligibility to aid.
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INCOMPLETE W-9

The following are Drug Felon forms and notices:

NOTICES/FORMS

• W-9 “Request for Taxpayer Identification Number and Certification”
(Attachment 1)

• CalWIN NOA Correspondence # M82-832C CW Change-Drug Felons
• CalWIN NOA Correspondence # M82-832D CW Partial Approval-Denial of
Drug Felon

CALWORKS POLICIES
RESOURCE GUIDES
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ATTACHMENTS

EAS 82-832.1, 44-133.512
ACL 97-65, 98-42, 03-18
ACIN 1-71-99
100-B2 Treatment of Income of AU/Non-AU Family Members
100-B8 Two-Party Check Issuance
100-E5.A Mid-Quarter Changes
Two-Party Check Issuance in CalWIN Resource Guide (R9/06)
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REFERENCES

Drug/Fleeing Felons Resource Guide (R3/11)
Drug Felon/Fleeing Felon Comparison Chart (R12/06)

